TWISTED TOY TALES™

RAW iGaming
GAME DETAILS

RTP: ~95.50%  -  TWISTEDTOYTALES6Y6
~94.50%  -  TWISTEDTOYTALES5J7
~90.00%  -  TWISTEDTOYTALES9S0

Max Multiplier: Up to 7,000x your bet
Reels: 5x4, expanding to 5x10
Paylines: Dynamic Ways™

When four industrious teen investigators break into an abandoned shopping mall intent on investigating why the authorities closed it down, they assumed they’d be exposing a mundane case of corporate mismanagement. Little did they know that they will instead find themselves trapped in the decaying structure, engaged in a desperate struggle with Juggy, an evil animatronic toy with an errant AI, and who is hell-bent on hunting them down.

Twisted Toy Tales™ is a unique, character-driven game that combines two different RAW Super innovative mechanics (SuperStretch™ and Dynamic Ways™) with the potential to create 100,000 paying ways and wicked big wins.

GAME FEATURES

RAW VIBE™ (Virtual Intelligent Behaviour Engine) – Our new proprietary behaviour engine that enables the Juggy character to randomly create and verbalise actions in the game to create a more diverse and random entertainment character experience.

SuperStretch™ – Any wins involving the Teen Hero symbols cause a vertical expansion to grow the number of ways. Reels grow by an extra row for each winning Teen Hero symbol they contain, up to a maximum of 10 rows in height.

Dynamic Ways™ – The Juggy symbol is evil and acts as a blocker, expanding downwards to restrict the number of ways.

Teen Hero Re-spins – Any win triggers a fresh re-spin. And because true heroes never give up, there is no limit to the number of re-spins that can happen.

Teen Hero Wild – as well as substituting for all paying symbols, the wild blocks the Juggy symbol from landing in that reel for the remainder of the game round.

Free Spins with Teen Hero Sticky Multiplying Wilds – the wilds stick after landing and their multipliers grow with every win, but if Juggy lands next to a wild, he’ll reach out to slash at the wild causing it to be removed from the panel.

Bonus Rush® - Why wait for the bonus round, rush straight into the action with Bonus Rush®.

Clusterspin® - Will you have a winning or losing round? Play the Clusterspin® game and win extra, up to 1,000x your bet on top of your normal gameplay.

Certified for SE, UK, FI, DE, NL, BE, NO, AT, DK, PL, SI, EE, MT, LT, LV, PT, ES, IT

Network Release date 26th October 2023